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Celll ph
hone andd Inteernet hoaax
p
for alll its versatiliity, cannot boil
b an egg, says
s
S.Ananthanaryanann.
The cell phone

The
I
Internet
has
recently carried a sttory
to warn the
t public ab
bout
the dangeers of using cell
phones.
The
sttory
suggests
the
that
microwavves of cells
c
phones are
a pretty strrong
and it says that two
Russian experimen
nters
actually cooked an egg
in fifty five minutees using a pair of cell
phones which were
w
connecteed to each oth
her.

Is it truee then?
hones do noot use microwaves. But just how doo they use thhese waves – can
Well, not that cell ph
cell phonnes behave liike a microw
wave oven? And
A how do microwaves cook, can they,
t
in fact cook
an egg? Answers
A
to these
t
questioons can help us say if thee story in thee Internet is true.
Microwaaves
We may know that X rays, visiblle light, the heat that raddiates from a warm object and even radio
waves arre basically the
t same – electromagneetic waves, or
o waves of electric
e
and magnetic efffects,
flowing out
o like the waves of thhe sea. The waves
w
of X rays
r
and vissible light arre short, andd they
move up and down very
v
fast, whhile radio waaves are longg waves andd they fluctuuate much sloower.
m
, with the waaves being about
a
a microon long, andd they
Some whhere in betweeen are the microwaves,
fluctuate at an interm
mediate speedd.
The interrmediate speeed happenss to match the
t speed off rotation, orr changes inn rotation, of
o the
water moolecule. We can imaginee that if smaller tops usuually spin fasster than biggger tops, a water
w
moleculee must spin very
v
fast inddeed. And thhe water molecule also happens
h
to be
b one of thee few

molecules where the internal charges are not symmetrically distributed. The charges are not in
line, and the water molecule is something like a magnet, with a pole at each end.

Now this kind of ‘polar’ thing, in an electromagnetic field, can be set spinning – and if the
frequency is right, the spin can get progressively faster! This is exactly what happens to the
water molecule in the microwave blast in the micro oven and the spinning of the molecules
results in the water getting warm and then hot. But it is only the water part of what is in the oven
that heats up and micro ovens can warm coffee or tea and blow up poppadams, but the micro
cannot fry or toast!
Cell phones
Cell phones are two-way radio sets, which have the advantages of being portable and also able to
re-use the same communication frequency which other cell phones are using some distance
away. The method is that a city is divided into ‘cells’, within which each phone is provided with
a unique frequency to talk with a base station for the cell. But in cells a little removed, the same
frequencies can be used again, to talk with other base stations – and this is the reason that
thousands of cells phones can be working!

But the main thing is that unlike radio sets, cell phones do not talk directly with each other but
they talk with the base station. The idea that there is something going on between two cells
phones, which can affect an egg placed between the phones, is thus pretty imaginary! And in any
case, there is no stronger radiation in the direction of another cell phone or the base station, the
cell phone just radiates in all directions and the base station in range just picks up the signal!
Cooking the egg
Quite apart from whether the power radiated is enough to affect even a microbe, a question is
whether microwaves can cook an egg. As we have seen, what the strong microwaves in the
micro oven do is to heat the water content of things placed inside. Water molecules inside the
egg would thus get heated and the rest of the egg may war, by sharing the heat. But well before
the egg heats to any material extent, the water would vaporise and the egg itself would burst! I
would not suggest and attempt of putting and egg inside a microwave oven unless one has very
willing help available to clean up!
And if the microwaves are so faint that they cannot vaporize the water, then they would hardly
affect the whole egg, to cause the albumin to harden and also cook the yolk inside. In any case,
the average power used by a cell phone is less than half watt. This is equivalent to about a
quarter of a calorie every second. Boiling an egg needs water at 100˚C for 9 minutes, A small
egg weighs 50 grams. Getting just 50 grams of water up to 100˚C would take about 50 x 70 =
3500 calories. All the power of a cell phone, concentrated on 50 grams of water would then take
14,000 seconds to get it boiling. This comes to 233 minutes, or about four hours. Except that this
is assuming the water takes in all the energy of the cell phone and does not cool. In practice, it
may only just warm slightly. In reality, not even that.

